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Profs seek change in publishing requirement
I.

A

By Mark Staff mini
Faculty here are torn between
teaching and publishing.
Most maintain there isn’t time to do
both, yet publishing is required for
promotion, retention and tenure, according to those faculty members interviewed.
The Academic Senate’s Professional
Standards Committee has received
many letters asking for changes in the
university promotion, retention and
tenure policies, according to Dr. Arnold
Schein, professor of chemistry and
chairman of the committee.

The letters point out that a 12-unit
teaching load does not allow time for
research and publication, Schein said.

member is assigned tune for advising,
administrative work and committee
work.

Scholarly
achievement
or
professional activity (such as membership in an outside organization) is a
requirement for promotion and tenure,
according to the Academic Senate’s
Faculty Handbook.

"My own personal belief is that there
is no fat in the 12-unit teaching load,"
Schein said, especially in the school of
science.

Full-time faculty are required to
carry 12 units of direct teaching, including time in class and course
preparation time.
In addition, a full-time faculty

There is no designated, assigned time
for research, Schein said. "It has to
come out of one’s hide."
Only people "extraordinarily gifted"
or willing to work on their own time can
do creative work outside the classroom,
Schein said.

If they cfaculty members) do a
conscientious job with their teaching
they’re going to be working full-time,"
said Dr. James Clark, chairman of the
English Department.
"Some can do if (publish)," Clark
said, "but they find it very difficult."
Most faculty members can publish
articles, he said, but not books.
In some cases it’s "virtually impossible" for professors to do scholarly
work, said Dr. John Gains, professor of
English and associate chairman of the
English Department.

"If someone has the appropriate kind
of 12-unit load - small classes and only
two preparations - and avoids all kinds
of committee work and voluntary work,
then he would have time for scholarly
work," Calm said.
"Otherwise he has to work nights and
weekends, and either has to be unmarried or have a very cooperative
family," Gulm said.
Galm and Clark said English
professors who ha a large number of
compositions to grade have the most
time consuming work load.
The requirement of scholarly work is

an "invitation to du less good
teaching," according to Dr. Joachim
Stenzel, chairman of the Foreign
Languages Department.
"If a professor is expected to make
regular contributions to journals in our
system, he has to neglect teaching or
university service," Stenzel said.
"There are people who have done
magnificently both in the classroom
and as scholars," Stenzel said, but
"they are considered the exception that
proves the rule."
Continued on back page

Bunzel tells viewpoint
about ethnic studies,
publish or perish rule

ita

By Carla Marimicei
Ethnic studies programs have not
been "earmarked" for cutbacks and
are definitely "not being phased out"
by the administration, according to
President John Bunzel.
In an hour-long press conference
Friday with reporters from the Spartan
Daily and the Radio-TV News Center,
Bunzel discussed several of the controversies surrounding his administration.

V

New Game players reach the end of the rope
NEW GAMESTug-of-war, a
giant canvas "earth ball",
series of creative games were
of the first SJSU New

six-foot
and a
all part
Games

Experience.
The New Games philosophy, according to campus organizer Judith
Emerson, allows participants of all

ages, sizes, sexes and physical
abilitiesto invent their own nonviolent sports. "Play hard, play fair,
nobody gets hurt," was the motto of

the tournament, which brought
together these SJSU students in a
spirited game of rope-tugging.

Agency charged with domestic spying

CIA actions blasted by former agent
6

By Robin McNabb
An ex-CIA agent charged the agency
with "domestic spying" and lashed-out

at "covert and clandestine" its
operations Saturday morning before a
group of 35 persons at Hardeman Hall

Burglar breaks in
but can’t break out
Breaking in was easy enough, but a
burglar spent about three hours Friday
night trying to get out of a local drug
store.
William Beardsley, owner of Bill’s
College Pharmacy, 518 S. 10th St.,
called the burglary a comedy of errors.
The thief dropped into the store
through a vent nn the roof at about
11:30. Beardsley said, tripping a silent
alarm.
But after gathering up some drugs,
watches and cash, Beardsley said the
burglar found he couldn’t get out the
same way he came in.
"Going up is a lot harder than coming
down," he said.
While the burglar was rattling doors
and windows trying to escape, Beardsley said the security company was
trying to call him and another pharmacist employed at the store.
But, Beardsley explained, there was
no one home at his house, and the
security company did not have the
other pharmacist’s correct phone
number.
"He should have been caught at 11:30
when the alarm sounded," Beardsley
said, adding that the thief certainly
would have been caught if the security
company had not had the wrong phone

number.
The police dropped by, he said, but
upon finding the doors and windows
secure, they drove away.
Inside the store, Beardsley said the
frantic burglar evidently found that
escape through the locked doors and
barred windows was impossible and
decided to take desperate action.
Around 2:30 a.m. the thief tried to
shatter the glass in the front door with a
small swinging gate he found in the
rear of the store, Beardsley said.
The door cracked a little, but being
made of shatter-proof glass, refused to
yield to the burglar’s blows.
Finally, Beardsley explained, the
desperate thief hurled the small
wooden gate through one of the store’s
large plate glass windows and escaped
through the hole.
There was blood on the glass,
Beardsley said, showing that the ordeal
had been painful as well as terrifying
for the burglar.
A complete inventory has not yet
been conducted, but Beardsley said
"several hundred dollars" worth of
narcotics, barbituates and merchandise and roughly $100 in cash are
missing.

in San Jose.
Mel Crane, an agent for the CIA’s
"clandestine operations" from 1951 to
1959, was the keynote speaker at a daylong "CIA probe," sponsored by the
Emergency Committee to Defend
Democracy in Chile.
"The CIA has penetrated the U.S.
scene through domestic spying,"
charged Crane, who is currently a
professor of political science at San
Diego State University.
Among CIA "domestic spying activities," the former agent listed:
surveillance of government employes
infiltration of the AFL-CIO
infiltration of student organizations
He said "multi-national corporations
have been created for the cover of
covert spying activities abroad.
"Some of these corporations have
gone on to create others, and now the
CIA doesn’t even know what network
has been created," he said.
"On the domestic scene, the CIA
suppressed the student movement of
the sixties by throwing anti -war
protesters in jail and making dossiers
on them," he said.
He did not explain how the CIA
conducted surveillance of government
employes or infiltrated the AFL-CIO
and student organizations.
He added, however, the "CIA had
infiltrated journalism and many
journalists were employed by the
agency.
"We (CIA agents) merely gave
journalists carbon copies of what was a
good story from within a country they
couldn’t get into," he said.
He said the CIA publishes books,
written by scholars employed by the

agency, "as propaganda directed at
supporting certain views."
He charged the CIA with "aiding and
abetting the Nixon Administration in an
attempt at a facist takeover of the
government.
"This is a belief I can’t state as fact,"
said Crane," but I feel we came very
close to being taken over."
As for "covert and clandestine" CIA
operations, Crane warned "the only
way to stop them is through exposing
them.
"Most of these "spy services" aren’t
even known about by individual CIA
agents," Crane said.
"CIA covert operations revolve
around a lie," he charged.
"I know this to be true because I lived
a lie for many years. I didn’t even tell
my wife about what I was doing," he
continued.
Crane said his "turning point" came
when he discovered the CIA, FBI and
Post Office, "were joined together in
opening the mail of private citizens."
Before this time, Crane said, he had
stayed with the CIA because of the
"good money" he was earning as an
agent.
"But I finally realized the agency was
conducting illegal covert operations,"
Crane said.
Crane said "All U.S. mail going to
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union
was opened with sophisticated electronic equipment, reproduced and sent
on its way.
"True, this was unconstitutional," he
added, but we (CIA agents) believed it
was in the interest of guarding national
security.
Continued on back page

He said that:
SJSU ethnic studies programs are
not being "phased out", but he refused
to rule out the possibility that they
could be merged.
the university’s intent was not to
make cutbacks "in a discriminatory
manner" in recent layoffs of temporary
faculty members.
he does not believe in and has
"never supported" the existence of a
"publish or perish" doctrine which
would pressure faculty members into
publishing articles in order to be
promoted.
he disagrees with the position of
state officials that there are too many
university administrators, or that they
are paid excessively high salaries.
Denied rumors
Bunzel denied rumors the ethnic
studies
departmentsnow
experiencing faculty layoffs because of
university-wide declining enrollment
are being "phased out".
Faculty in Afro-American Studies,
Asian American Studies and MexicanAmerican Graduate Studies have
recently expressed concern that
university policywhich requires
temporary faculty to be released before
probationary or tenured personnel
will threaten the existence of their
departments.
"No (ethnic studies) program has
been earmarked" for cutbacks, he said.
"There has never been a conversation of that kind" in this administration, Bunzel added.
Reductions in faculty
Bunzel said SJSU must reduce "76
faculty positions" by next September,
but emphasized that "the university
has not made cutbacks in a
discriminatory manner."

,

John Bunzel

Bunzel maintained the hiring of
temporary faculty can "bring women
and minority faculty" members to the
campus who might otherwise never
have come.
But these instructors are never hired
with "false expectations" or led to
believe they will be kept on, he said.
"It’s a misnomer to talk about firing
people" who are hired on a temporary
or a one-year contract basis, he said.
In the case of the Afro-American
Studies Department, Bunzel said the
chairwoman of that department, Dr.
Carlene Young, has chosen to fill
"not
with
faculty
positions
probationary faculty but with temporary people."
Although he said "she may have very
good reasons" for doing this, Bunzel
noted that temporary faculty positions
are usually the first to be cut back.
Bunzel said the issue of a possible
merger among the ethnic studies
departments has "not been brought to
me."
"We have a tradition here of separate
programs," he said, but added that a
merger may have to be faced in the
future "as an alternative to something
else."
Continued on back page

Demands readied
for Bunzel meeting
Members of the Black Student
Organizing Committee (BSOC)
Black Theater Workshop have uee
hammering out a list of issues ant
demands for the 10 a.m. Friday
meeting with President John Bunzel.
The list of demands are in the areas
of cutbacks in the Afro-American
Studies depaatment, problems with
financial aids and disqualification
procedures.
The specific demands will be
released by the BSOC and Workshop
members prior to the Friday meeting.
A meeting for Friday was arranged
after more than 100 black students
peacefully confronted Bunzel last
Wednesday outside his office over
cutbacks in the Afro-American Studies
Department.
Since Wednesday the two groups

have been meeting to draw up a list of
specific demands and issues to be
submitted to Bunzel.
Bunzel requested the students give
nini a list, so he could bring experts
with him to respond to the students’
issues and demands.
Also, the BSOC and Workshop
members have selected a group of
students, faculty and community
members to represent them at the
meeting, according to a news release
issued by the two groups.
"The reason for this meeting," according to the news release, "was to
show that there is a vital need for
existing pnigranis on the SJSU campus
that gives blacks and minorities the
opportunity to become enlightened and
educated on their heritage and
culture."
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Defense of Church’s abortion view
’proves tyranny’ of Catholic dogma

7141S 15 NO TIME FOR RECRIMINATION:’

Spartan Daily

opinion
Director has ’no reaction’ to flap
Editor:
Many students have asked me for a
reaction as to my feelings about the
events of the past week in relation to the
Black Theatre Workshop and my
future.
Well, my reply is that I have no
reaction to the reaction of what they
term a reaction because there is no
action nor reaction taking place, in my
opinion.
I’m thankful for all that they have
tried to do in my behalf and I love them
very dearly. However, the students and
others who have been involved with me
and the Black Theatre Workshop

during the past two years are well
aware of the problem and it needs no
elaboration from me.
I will reply to the statement in Carson
Mouser’s article to the effect that, "The
Black Theatre Workshop is a luxury
and too expensive...".
Sure, the workshop is a luxury and
expensive as most productions in
theatre arts. But, with the exception of
one production, the expense has been
out of my own personal monies. I don’t
regret it because the positives gained
were beneficial to white and black
students on this campus and the
community.

They ask, "Dr. Williams, what are
you gong to do?"
My reply is ,what did I do for 37 years
before I came to San Jose...survive,
baby.. .by any means necessary!
Under the circumstances, I wouldn’t
remain here anyway. The protocol of
bureaucracy takes too long to get the
right people to hear your plea.
Thus, my show may be stopped in San
Jose, but, "One Monkey Don’t Stop No
Show." When the old clock on the wall
says that’s all, one has to look for
alternatives for the fall.
Dr. Willie L. Williams
Director, Black Theatre Workshop

Award winner’s talk applauded
Editor:
The May 9 letter of support by 11
students in history for Professor
Charles Burdick’s recent speech is
welcomed.
I was able to hear only the last onethird to one-half of his April 23 second
annual President’s Award address.
What I heard was scholarshipa
chance to share wisdom, perspective
and, yes, poetic license, by a social
scientist of obvious stature.
Contrary to Professor Dennis
Chaldecott’s criticism of May 1 in the
Daily, I left the speech feeling it was

likely one of the university’s finest
hours.
The speech was both challenging and
depressingat least in what I heard.
We are "living" world-wide and
dmoestic "history" now and I could
only wish that all at this university had
been able to hear Professor Burdick’s
warnings.
Despite all our individual problems,
it does seem past time that we
reawaken and act to all that is going on
around us.
That was the message I got and
apparently that of many others at-

tending who seemed moved to deep
silence, deep thought and then long,
genuine applause after Professor
Burdick had made his final point.
I, too, was shocked that Professor
Chaldecott was expecting and heard
something so different. I respect his
right to listen to another drummer, but
I must admit surprise that he wanted
something other than what this type of
event is meant to be: a truly creative
synthesis in the very best of academic
freedom, tradition.
David L. Grey
Lecturer, Journalism and Advertising

Editor:
In M.L. Adelman’s article on May 2,
he asks the question, "Where do they
get off calling the religious dogma
tyranny."
By his statements, Mr. Adelman goes
on to prove in essence that the Catholic
Church is indeed tyrannical.
The Catholic Church has the "God
given" duty to provide people with the
means of becoming closer to God. This
does not give the church the right to
impose the interpretations of its
religious bureaucracy upon the beliefs
of its followers.
After all, is the clergy never wrong?
Are they Gods unto themselves? Is it
not tyrannical of Bishop Leo Maher to
deny the sacraments, a gift of God, to
his parishoners on the grounds of his
own personal beliefs?
Mr. Adelman states that it is absurd
to contend that the rules of the church
are not exactly the same as the
teachings of the scriptures.
The Catholic Church has taken the
stand that life begins at the moment a
single cell splits into two. Tell me, Mr.
Adelman, where in the scriptures does
God tell us that this is the moment that
life begins.
This stand of the Church is an interpretation by human beings not by
God, and therefore is no better than any

Letter gets
bad marks
for errors
Editor:
I would like to correct some errors
which appeared in a letter from Karin
Madej in Friday’s Daily. The English
Department offers not one but six
sections of various courses in creative
writing.
If information from CAR indicates
student interest in additional sections,
we will add them for walk-through
registration in September.
We will probably offer for a second
semester an experimental course (196 )
in novel writing since students have
indicated interest in the course.
There is a list of students interested
in that course in the English Department Office. Students are invited to
sign that list or to indicate their interrest in other courses at other times
by dropping into the office.
John A. Galm
Associate Chairman, English Department

other interpretation.
To say then, that a person must
believe the interpretations of the
church over his own beliefs to be
eligible to receive the sacraments is not
only tyranny but blackmail.
After all, who has the right to deny
any gift of God, such as the sacraments,
to any other human being?
In conclusion, our basic arguemnts
have been twofold.
First, the bureaucracy of the Church
is human and therefore not infallible,
and secondly, that these imperfect

human beings demand that we accept
their interpretations of the scriptures
as inspired by God, is indeed tyrannical.
We agree with Thomas Jeffei son
whe,a he said, "I have sworn eternal
hostility to every form of tyranny over
the mind of man."
Jeff Sluka
Freshman, Anthropology, lass enforcement
Laura Lapp
Freshman, Mathematics

Let us accept refugees,
but don’t forget citizens
Editor:
I must protest the fact that our
government has seen fit to allow 120,000
illegal aliens, the Vietnamese refugees,
to enter the country while continuing to
exclude 10,000 American citizens, the
draft resisters who have been forced
into exile.
I am tired of having self-proclaimed
spokesmen like George Meany tell me
what my obligations are as an
Americans.
Now that the refugees are here, let’s
get them settled as best we can. But the
hostility surrounding their arrival
should serve as a lesson to us all. It is
time to end the hypocrisy that this
country does not have deep currents of
racism.

President Ford has thrown at us a
quote from the Statue of Liberty: "Give
us your tired, your poor and your
homeless." This is nothing more than a
poetic piece of propaganda.
The reality is that the U.S.
Immigration Service has followed a
strict quota system for the last 50 years.
The truth is that the country’s attitude
towards immigrants has been: "Give
us your white, your wealthy and your
talented."
Let . us accept the Vietnamese
refugees, but let’s also acknowledge the
racism that is endemic in our society.
Papering it over with phony
platitudes will not solve the problem.
James Harris
Graduate Student, Journalism

Articles on new dean called
’misleading’ by panel head
Editor:
Your statement in the April 29
Spartan Daily that Dr. Villemain was
"named to the post" of Dean of the
School of Education "by President
Burner is very misleading.
Dr. Villemain was one of four persons, selected by the Decanal Search
Committee who names were given to
the president to select from.
The committee consisted of nine
persons, six of them elected by the
faculty of the School of Education.
Each member of the Search Committee read through each of the almost
250 applicants for the position. From
these eight persons were eventually
selected for personal, on-campus interviews by the committee, with in put
from the School of Education faculty
and others.

The president had no role in the actual selection until the committee
submitted four names of persons we
considered to be qualified to become
dean.
The Decanal Search Committee
worked for nearly eleven months,
putting in countless hours in addition to
our regular university duties.
We have labored with complete
"academic freedom and dignity" in
contrast to others’ feeling "manhandled" by President Bunzel.
I am certain other search committees
select deans in the same painstaking
way. Whether you give us kudos or
clubs, please give us credit.
Diane Conradson
Assistant professor, Natural Sciences
Chairwoman, Decanal Search Committee

Committee seeks to expand program by fall

Campus child care ranks low in state system
By Donna Avina
In comparison with 15 state colleges
and universities, SJSU ranks below
average in the university’s contribution
to child care needs of students, according to a recent survey by the
Spartan Daily.
This ranking may be changing by fall
semester through the efforts of the
Child Care Action Committee, headed
by Sandy Thompson, child care project
coordinator for student services.
The child care survey by the Daily
compared facts, supplied by Thomp,
son, on enrollment, staffing, programs,
state, federal, work study and A.S.
funding, total budgets, parent participation fees, money spent on each
child and 1975-76 budget projections for
15 state colleges and universities.
The Action Committee is seeking to
establish an interim child care
program by fall which would expand
the existing campus child care servicesthe Frances Gulland Children’s
Center at 405 S. 10th St.to meet the
needs of students of all income levels,
Thompson said.
To meet this goal for a fall interim
program, the committee must overcome numerous obstacles such as lack
of a facility to house the children,
licensing for the program, and funding
for staff and supplies.
The Gulland Center serves 50
children per hour, 76-90 on a year long
basis, from low-income families, taking
only the children of SJSU students.
The goal of the Action Committee is
to expand this service to at least 100
childreninfants to older school age
childrenof students from all income
levels.
There is "a real need for a center
lowwhich is not limited to minority or

income families," according to
Thompson.
Muriel Kronowitz Wilson, a member
of the committee, said she believes that
those students presently unable to
qualify as "low-income" rely on
babysitters and relatives for child care.
This type of at-home care may actually be better for a child, according to
Dr. Robert Spaulding, professor of
education, who criticized overdependence by parents on child care
centers.
At-home care, he said can take
second place to child care centers only
when the center has a quality program,
meeting the social-education needs of
the children, as well as the baby-sitter
needs of the student-parent.
Gulland has a social -educational
program, as do the other 15 campus
centers, but with Gulland’s limitations,
"The surface needs for child care at
SJSU are just barely being met," according to Ted Virts, director of the
Gulland Center.
Virts says each week he turns away
up to four students seeking child care
services.
Gulland cannot serve infants or older
children, only 2’2-5 year olds ( because
of licensing restrictions), or middle
income families ( due to state and
federal grant funding specifications),
he said.
Centers funded by most state and
federal grants are usually required to
meet a multitude of requirements including giving priority to low-income
families.
The original proposal to establish
Fulland was presented in spring of 1962,
Community
Student
by
the
Involvement Program ( SKIP) Child
Care Research Action Group, which

Pat Yep

SMILING TIMESSunshine always brings smiles to the childrens’ faces.
said there was a "great need for increased child care."
Gotland is funded by parent partii.ipation fees, work study funds, state
and federal grants, fund raising events,
and by $14,000 from the A.S.a figure
set to $16,000 for fiscal 1975-76.
Only five of the 15 campuses used in
the comparisoo, receive state and
federal funds and operate under the
low-income restrictions.
All 15 receive funds from parent

participation fee and A.S.
Nine are supported completely by
A.S. and parent fees.
In A.S. Funding, Gulland ranks 10th
in comparison to the support provided
by other state college and university
student governments.
UCLA’s children center, which is
similar to Gulland in funding and
service requirements, receivzs $25,000
from AS., and has a total 1974-75

budget of 6148,000 to serve 95 children of
low-income students primarily. The
$148,000 spent averages out to $493 per
child.
Gulland follows UCLA’s expenditure
per child closely, spending $478 per
child for an average of 75 children per
year.
In comparison to San Francisco State
University (SFSU) child care center,
Gulland’s social-educational program
is similar, but SFSU is funded totally by
parent fees and AS., allowing it to
serve 103 children per year from SFSU
students of all income levels.
SFSU received $58,000 from A.S. in
1974-75, and $30,000 from parent fees,
bringing their total budget to $88,000,
with $338 spent on each child, according
to Jim Maddox, director of the SFSU
center.
The SFSU director, tenchers and
aides are all paid by the university and
k.S., he said, and the center is housed in
a specially built campus child care
facility, which is being paid for from
the centers own budget.
Thompson said the establishment of a
center like that of SFSU meeting the
needs of all income level students,
would cost $125,000.
This estimated figure would rank
SJSU just under UCLA, and just above
SFSU and Long Beach, making SJSU
the No. 1 ranked campus center,
providing services to an extended age
group and to all income level students.
Achieving that status is a long range
plan, since the committee must first
overcome it’s many problems before it
can begin a smaller scale, expanded
program.
Thompson explained that sonic ideas
for resolving the need for an adequate
facility include the Education

Building’s Children’s lab, ( part-time ),
the Home Economics Building’s lab,
dormitories, renting a nearby apartment or using a classroom.
Licensing presents a major problem,
for without a proper facility, meeting
all the requirements of the Department
of Education, and funding, licensing of
the interim campus center may not be
possible.
The Department of Education
requires hiring a trained director,
having an adequate facility, purchasing
equipment and supplies as well as
many other requirements.
Thompson estimates that to hire a
director ( per year for an interim
program would cost 68,000 with a "bare
minimum amount of 6500 for supplies
and equipment just to start the
program."
She said the committee has ruled out
state and federal grant programs which
carry the low-income restrictions.
The committee is now looking at AB
229, Thompson said, sponsored by
Assemblyman Vasconcellos, D -San
Jose, which would authorize state
universities and colleges to provide
funds (from general funds) to establish
effective child care centers.
In anticipation of the passage of All
229, a spokesman for the university
system chancellor’s office said $600.000
has been authorized to be used immediately to meet the guidelines of AB
229.
Phyllis Sutphen, director of the ReEntry Advisory Program in Student
Services, said that a survey last year
determined the average age of students
on this campus is 27-years -old.
Also, an increasing number of men
and women with children, are returning
each year to college, she said.
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Jrning

Seventeen SJSU professors, with an average of 26 years
on the staff are retiring this year.
Many of the professors ended their long careers at the end
of the fall semester with the remainder retiring at various
dates in the summer.
The retiring faculty and their first year of employment
here are:
Dolores Spurgeon, 1937. Spurgeon, a 1936 SJSU alumnus
and the second faculty member hired in the Journalism and
Advertising Department, helped her department become
one of the largest in the nation.
Milton Rendahl, 1939. Rendahl taught 29 different courses
in the fields of sociology, psychology, anthropology and
economics in his career at SJSU. From 1955 to 1965 he
served as first department chairman of the Department of
Sociology and Social Service. Since then he has taught fulltime in the Department of Sociology.
W. Howard Meyers, 1940. Meyers served as chairman of
the Mathematics Department from 1943 to 1958, during
which time the department grew from 3 to 30 members.
Since then he has taught all levels of mathematics.
Anna Lou Loze, 1946. Loze is a teacher in the Home
Economics Department. Prior to joining the SJSU faculty,
she taught at Mills College and in the Panama Canal Zone.
Wallace Murray, 1946. Murray is a professor of theatre
arts has published many adaptions of novels and short
stories. In 1951 he published a popular adaption of "The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes."

Psychiatrist blasts
mental health scene
"Psychiatry is like a
sausage factory-it’s not for
the sausages," was the
message delivered Thursday
night in the Student Union
by, of all people, a
psychiatrist.
Dr. Thomas Szaz, as
Austrian a psychiatrist as
was Signumd Freud, held an
audience of about 225
spellbound as he railed
against the "religion" of
psychiatry.
Psychiatry is not for the
patients, Szaz said, but it is
used by society to control
deviant behavior.
He compared psychiatry
to the Inquisition during the
middle ages when the
Catholic church weeded out
heretics and burned them at

the stake.
Now, instead of inquiring
into who is a good Christian,
Szaz said, pociety is in the
midst of a "therapeutic
inquisition" concerned with
who is mentally "healthy" or
"sick."
Szaz finished his speech in
20 minutes, but the audience,
many of them board and
care patients and mental
health workers, kept him
there answering questions
for the next hour and a half.
Most of the questions were
directed at Szaz’s alternatives to mental health
institutions
and
the
psychiatric vocation.
psychiatry,
"Destroy
mental health, as it exists,"
Szaz maintained.

"If someone wants to lie on
his couch and think about his
mother, fine," he added to
laughter.
Psychiatry is like a rain
dance, he said. "If you
believe it, it works."
"Just don’t confuse it with
science," he concluded.

U.S.S.R. wants peace,
consulate official says
By Jeff Mapes
The Soviet Union is for
peaceful co-existence with
the United States, because
"we know what war brings to
us," said Eugene Zhvakin,
the vice consul from the
Soviet consulate in San
Francisco.
Zhvakin visited here
yesterday to talk with Soviet
history and political science
classes about his country.
Zhvakin said it was in the
interest of all countries to
work for peace because a
nuclear war would devastate
the earth.
The Soviet people are very
much against war because of
the devestation of the Seviet
Union during World War II,
according to Zhvakin.
Zhvakin spoke with obvious emotion about the 20
million Soviet people that
were killed during the war,
along with the destruction of
107,000 towns and villages.
The end of World War II is
still a major holiday in the
Soviet Union.
Zhvakin also said the
Peoples Republic of China is
on a different "ideological
path" than the Soviet Union.
He said the Chinese
believe in "transporting
revolution" to other countries, something the Soviet
Union does not support.
The Soviet Union supports
inand
"sovereignty
dependence" for all countries, Zhvakin said.
Zhvakin also spoke about
the Stalinist era in the Soviet
Union, and referred to it as a
"sad period" in history.
The Soviet Union was the

Sparlisie Daily

"first socialist society on this
earth" and it made some
mistakes, he said.
But, on the whole, Joseph
Stalin was a good leader,
Zhvakin said.
He also said Leon Trotsky
leader of the 1917 Russian
revolution who was exiled by
Stalin
was
wrong
in
believing revolution could be
transported to other countries.
He said that China is
following this line.
Zhvakin
also
said
Aleksander Sozhenitsyn, the

exiled Soviet author, was
embittered towards Soviet
society because he spent
time in a prison camp.
Solzhenitsyn was expelled
because he was a rallying
point
for
"counter
revolutionaires" in the
Soviet Union, Zhvakin said.
Zhvakin said it is irnportant for the United States
and the Soviet Union to
participate in economic,
cultural and scientific
exhanges.
But "ideologically we will
be enemies," he said.

campus briefs)
"Warrendale" a Cinema
V erite documentary on
controversial schools for
emotional disturbed children
in Toronto will be shown at 7
p.m. in Morris Daily
Auditorium.
The film sponsored by New
College is free of charge.
The
Speech-Communication Department will start a
new forensics program
beginning next fall.
Three forensics activities
will be offered for unit
including,
incredit,
tercollegiate debating, PBS
style "Advocates" debating

for public and social policy
issues, and mock and
simulated jury trials.
Interested students should
contact Professor Ken
Salter, S.D. 203.
A disciple of Guru
Maharaj Ji, the 17-year old
Perfect Master, will speak
on
the
direct
Inner
Experience of God at 7:30
p.m. tomorrow in E.B. 132.
The program, sponsored
by New College, will feature
a documentary film about
the guru.
Admission is free.
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known ornithologist and student of bird migration. A
professor in zoology, Mewaldt has been Secretary of the
American Ornithologists’ Union and President of the
Cooper Ornithological Society and Western Bird Banding
Assn.
C. Grant Burton, 1954. Burton served under four president
for 20 years as Executive Dean at the College starting in
1954. In the late 50’s and early 60’s he also supervised
campus publications, commencements, Institutional
Research and the Computer Center.
Bruce Roberts, 1955. Roberts joined the SJSU faculty 20
years ago to teach physical science. The breadth of his
knowledge in the sciences is such that a common response
to questions in that field is, "go ask Bruce."
Francis Brooks, 1955. He served as associate professor of
special education and speech pathology, with a specialty in
the science of audiology. He taught both undergraduate and
graduate courses.
Kimie Mushiaki, 1962. Mushiaki is a professor of foreign
languages who joined the faculty after a long and
distinguished teaching career in her native Japan. She also
is the author of a recent text on conversational Japanese.
Claude Buss, 1969. Buss is described by Gerald Wheeler,
History Department chairman, as "the greatest professor
the department has had in my 18 years with the department." Before coming to SJSU Buss taught at Stanford for
23 years. In 1973 he was named Professor of the Year by
Tau Delta Phi, a men’s honorary scholastic fraternity.

S.U. director blames costs

Cafeteria asked for rent
After eight years of free
rent of the Student Union
cafeteria space, Spartan
Shops, Inc. will be required
to enter into a rental
agreement
with
the
university soon.
Spartan Shops runs the
cafeteria,
Spartan
Bookstore, Dining Commons, and numerous other

He said forced commitment of people to menet
institutions
should
be
outlawed.
"I believe in individual
responsibility," he said. If
someone voluntarily wants
to go to a psychiatrist he
should be able to, he added.
He said he had a "practice
of sorts," in which he tries to
increase the "self-control of
someone."

Warran F’aus, 1946. Fails served as Dean of Humanities
and Arts. After joining the faculty as a painter and art
historian, he fostered the student of Asian art and later
served as chairman of the Art nepartment.
William Graf, 1947. Graf is a pro:essor of biology who has
taught a variety of zoology classes over the years. He has
been instrumental in organizing conservation and wildlife
programs for the Department of Biological Sciences.
Erik Petersen, 1947. Petersen has been a member of the
Music Department for more than 28 years where he
specialized in music theory. He was instrumental in
establishing the Departmental Honors Annual Awards for
the recognition of outstanding music majors.
Eleanor Frost, 1948. Frost is a professor of P.E. and
education. For many years she has been the prime force in
the student teahcer coordination for the School of
Education.
Alston Rigter, 1948. Rigter served as a teacher in the
department of Health Science where she made numerous
original and creative contributions. A noted conservationist, she has been active in the ecology movement
and also in the movement to improve roles of women in
American society.
Paul Freeman, 1951. Freeman developed classes in
human anatomy, physical anthropology and in physiology
for nurses and students in those majors. He taught both
undergraduate and graduate courses.
I.. Richard Mewaldt, 1953. Mewaldt is an internationally

Thomas Szaz

Library changes
set for summer
Students will find some
changes in the library when
they return to campus next
fall.
The main card catalogue,
now on the first floor, will be
moved to the social sciences
section of the second floor,
according to Donald Hunt,
library director.
All unbound periodicals
, magazines, newspapers
and journals) will be located
on the first floor, in the area
irow occupied by the main
card catalogue, Hunt said.
Reference service for
periodicals will also be
located in this area, he said.
The delay in construction
of the new library building,
possible reduction in staff
positions and a lack of space
are the reasons for the
changes, Hunt said.
Unbound periodicals are
now located ir four areas of
:Itmt said.
the lita
the
Centralizing
reduce the
periodicals
staff time needed to run the
reference desks, he explained.
The library may lose five
staff positions during the
next two years, for a number
of
reasons,
including
declining enrollment, Hunt
said.
The new library will not be
finished for at least five
years, Hunt said, and there
is "literally no place" to put
the new books coming in.
"It’s going to impove
service," Hunt said of the
periodical centralization.
Students won’t have to

-hunt all over the library,’
to find periodicals, he said
Hunt
said
he
has
misgivings about placing the
main card catalogue on the
second floor but it is the only
place to put it, he added.
The changes will not be
made until after finals, Hunt
said, because it would be "an
inconvenience."
Hunt also said he would
like to place 100,000 books in
storage, but the funds to do
so are not available.

Pot bill
waylaid
by state
SACRAMENTO (AP( Legislation
easing
marijuana penalties in
California was sidetracked
temporarily yesterday when
supporters placed it on the
Assembly’s inactive file.
Alan
Assemblyman
Sieroty, the Los Angeles
Democrat who is sponsoring
the bill in the lower house,
told his colleagues during
lengthy debate that he would
bring up the bill in "due
course."
But several opponents of
the
measure -primarily
Republicans-argued
that
bill should be taken up immediately and not be left
hanging in the legislature.

SPARKS
from the

300(1E0qE
BESTSELLERS

THE HAPPY BODY CO.

WE
WILL PAY

60%
of NEW
flt"
PRICE iet\IWAWr
401111r:. May 12for
May 23
N*1n
A
I
Hours:
USED
Mon.-Thurs
8-6:30
BOOKS
Friday
Ito be used
next semester)

WEEK OF MAY 12, 1975
Avon
ALIVE, by Read
(New on our bestseller list!)
FEAR OF FLYING, by Jong Signet
WATERSHIP DOWN, by Adams
Avon
I AIN’T MUCH, BABY -BUT I’M ALL I’VE GOT,
Fawcett
by Lair
HOW TO BE YOUR OWN BEST FRIEND,
Ballentine
by Newman and Berkowitz
Bantam
CELLULITE, by Ronsard
Avon
WORKING, by Terkel
GUINESS BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS,
by McWhirter and McWhirter Bantam
JOURNEY TO ITZLAN,
Pocket Books
by Casteneda
And for the first time in our remembered history of
bestsellers, a new cookbook!
CROCKERY COOKERY, by Hoffman
H.P.Books

"We have decided that Union operating deficits
on -campus services, but
currently pays no rent for Spartan Shops should be which are starting next
the cafeteria or bookstore required to pay rent," said year," he said, "we need to
Martin, "but as yet, we take advantage of all
space.
Because Spartan Shops haven’t come up with any possible
sources
of
made substantial con- specific agreements to give revenue."
tributions to the construction to the president.
Barrett added that, unless
of the Student Union it is
Martin said, however, that Spartan Shops agrees to sign
guaranteed free bookstore such an
agreement will soon a rental agreement, "we
space. It has, however, no
be made up, "hopefully might have to look for
such agreement for the
‘before the end of the another vendor to take over
cafeteria.
semest r or early summer." the cafeteria."
"We’ve tried for several
"All equipment in the
Harry Wineroth, Spartan
years to demand that they
enter in a rent agreement for cafeteria," Barrett told the Shops president, declined
the cafeteria," Ron Barrett, SUB.G, "is owned by the comment when the news of
S.U. director, told the Student Union, not Spartan the impending agreement
was first disclosed last
Student Union Board of Shops.
"Because of the Student month.
GovernorS (SUBG), "but
they’ve always ignored our
demands."
In an attempt to require
Spartan Shops to enter into a
76 East San Fernando
rental agreement, the SUBG
forwarded a resolution last
Name Brand Shirts & Pants $7.95
month to SJSU President
John Bunzel asking him to
Plants & Macrame from
3.99
pass an executive order
Women’s tops & "T" shirts
3.50
requiring
such
an
Baskets (all sizes)
.79
agreement.
Air-brush thermals &
Bunzel appointed Robert
Tie-dye shirts
4.50
Martin, dean of student
Antiques and paintings-all prices
services, and Glenn Guttormsen, director of business
affairs, to investigate the
10% student discount on $10 or
matter and come up with a
more purchase with ASB card
specific agreement.

R) 8-4:30

1.95
1.95
2.25
175
1.50
5.95
2.25

613

1.95
1.50

INI3Earl 300(17.01E
4.95
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Netters beaten in tournament
By Ross Farrow
With the exception of the
NCAA tournament in June,
the tennis season will end
tomorrow for the Spartans
when they host San Diego
City College at 2:30 at South
Campus.
SJSU performers in the
California State Tennis
Championships in Portola
Valley were plagued by the
prowess of the Stanford
Cardinals last week, with
three Spartans getting
dumped by Stanford players.

Pete Tot, a

SAFE AT HOMEThe Spartans’ Tom Henningson (8) slides safely against Cal State

Fullerton in Saturday’s 4-3 loss. Henningson
was seven for 12 in the three weekend games.

Baseballers eliminated
from PCAA title race
Unable to win at least two out of three
games vs. Cal State Fullerton over the
weekend, the SJSU a baseball team ended
its season Saturday afternoon.
The Spartans kept in the running with a 6-0
win Friday night in San Jose, but were
eliminated with twin losses Saturday, 4-3
and 10-2.
SJSU loses shot
For SJSU to retain a shot at the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association title, the Spartans would have had to win at least two of
three from Fullerton. Then a three-game
series with San Diego State would have been
made up.
Jeff Gingrich was his usual stingy self
Friday night, giving up only five hits in
shutting out the Titans. It was his fifth
PCAA win compared to one loss. He ended
the season with a 9-2 record.
Gingrich tough
His earned run average in the PCAA was
0.94 and he struck out 43 opponents in 48
innings while walking just 16.

Going into the ninth inning of the second
game of the series, the two teams were tied
3-3. But with one out the Titans got three
successive singles to score the winning run.
Tom Henningson singled with two outs in
the bottom of the ninth, but he was left
stranded. So the Spartans were forced to win
the final game to remain in the race.
The final game was tied 2-2 going into the
sixth inning, but the Titans erupted for
seven runs to put the game and the title
away.
Henningson hot
Henningson was spectacular all weekend.
He was seven for 12 at the plate against the
toughest pitching staff in the PCAA (other
than the Spartans’). He ended up hitting. 386
in league play and .357 for the season.
He had seven runs batted in during league
play to tie Jay Peryam for the team lead.
Coach Gene Menges’ team ended the
season .500 at all levels. The Spartans were
22-22 on the season and ended up 9-9 in PCAA
play.

Dias upsets Spartan

Ripley healthy, loses
Spartan pole vaulter Dan
Ripley vaulted 17 feet 71/2
one half inch short of his
seasonal outdoor best at
last Saturday’s West Coast
Relays in Fresno and lost.
He was beaten by former
Spartan Vic Dias’ 18 feet
vault.
For Ripley it was the first
time this season he has lost

Ruggers

end year
at 15-5-1
The SJSU rugby squad
placed third in the San
Francisco Tournament
recently.
Playing five games in the
16 team tournament, SJSU
went 4-1 for its third-place
finish.
SJSU beat San Luis Obispo
Rugby Club, 4-0; Capital
Rugby Club of Sacramento,
12-6;
California
State
University, Los Angeles
Rugby Club, 12-10 and Palo
Alto Rugby Club, 21-10.
Olympic Club gave the
Spartans their only loss, 12-9.
The tourney closed out the
seasons for the ruggers, who
went 15-5-1.
Highlights of the season
were victories over perennial Bay Area powers
Stanford University and UC
Berkeley and a fifth-place
finish in the Monterey
National Tournament.
Accot ding to player-coach
the
Buchanan,
Terry
ruggers dedicated their
trophy from the SF Tournament to ex -teammate
Robert Teames, who was
shot to death April 12 while
working in a northeast San
Jose market.
Buchanan said Teames’
death did seem to have an
effect on the team’s play.
"Losing him (Teames
really hurts the front row.
The team seemed more
determined and serious in its
play," Buchanan said.

when healthy.
An injured shoulder and
groin pull, incurred when he
set the world amateur indoor
record 18 feet 1, in January
at the Sunkist Invitational in
Los Angeles, caused his
defeats.
Teammate Roger Martih
vaulted 16 feet 6 to place
eighth at Fresno in a field
termed "international" by
Spartan
coach
Ernie
Bullard.
Triple jumper Ron Livers
leaped 54 feet 21/2, wind
aided, to place first among
collegiates and sixth overall.

sixth meet in a row he cut
down his time for the 120yard event.
Sprinter, Ron Whitaker
ran 9.6, a slow time for him.
Bullard said times at
Fresno were slow due to the
"electronic timing devices"
used which produce slower
marks than hand timing.
The Spartans will host the
Pacific Coast Athletic
Association (PCAA) track
championship meet this
Friday and Saturday on Bud
Winter Field, 10th and Alma
streets.

Long jumper Dan Carter’s
wind-aided 24 feet 83/4 placed
him third among collegians.

Bullard said he expects
Long Beach State University
to battle the Spartans for the
team championship.

Dave Krogh threw the
javelin 230 feet 8 to place
second among collegiates.
High hurdler James Austin
ran a wind aided 13.9, the

In the five year history of
the PCAA Long Beach has
won the track title twice, the
Spartans three times, including the last two.

VETERANS
With finals coming up, you might be stuck for a
place to study. The Office of Veterans Affairs in
Bldg. R on campus has quiet study space available
Typewriters are available if you need them. Stop
by and check it out.
Bldg. RS.J.S.U.

277-2486

Hank Pfister, SJSU’s No. 1
player and twice a victor
over defending NCAA champ
John Whitlinger, was upset
by the Cards’ Nick Saviano,
7-6, 6-4, Thursday.
"Hank didn’t serve well,"
said coach Butch Krikorian.
"He relied too much on his
serve.
"Saviano got to a point just
before the tie-breaker (in the

first set) where he got better
and better and better,"
Krikorian added.
"He
(Saviano) was the better
player that day."
No. 2 Spartan Joe Meyers
"played one hell of a match," said Krikorian, in losing
a close match to Whitlinger,
7-6, 2-6, 7-5.
The match was interrupted for about 45
minutes when some bees
hovered around the court.
The bees never left the
court, so tourney officials
moved
Meyers
and
Whitlinger to another court,
which Krikorian said was
windier than the one on
which they played the first
two sets.
Krikorian said the delay
and windier conditions
during the final set took
away
the
momentum
Meyers had.
The turning point of the
match may have been two

double faults by Meyers in
the third set, Krikorian said.
"He missed two shots in
the tie-breaker (of the first
set) by one inch," said
Krikorian.
Meyers lost the tiebreaker, 5-3.
Krikorian
considers
Pfister, Whitlinger and Jim
Delaney of Stanford "about
even. You can throw them
into a pot and whoever plays
better on a given day will
win."

Bob Hansen, No. 3 on the
SJSU squad, took it on the
chin Thursday when he
dropped a 6-4, 6-4 decision to
Stanford’s Bill Maze.
"Maze played real well,"
said Krikorian. "He served
real well."
Hansen dropped a threeset match to Maze April 29 in
a dual match at Stanford.
earlier
Hansen
had
defeated teammate John

Nothing But A Pure Deal

Delaney beat Whitlinger
Sunday to take the tourne.
title and also grabbed the
No. 1 position on the Cardinal
team.

Reg. 54.9
Ethyl 56.9
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Hursh, 7-6, 7-5.
Meyers and
Pfister,
Hansen will go to the NCAA
tournament June 16-21 at
Corpus Christi, Tex.
One more SJSU player,
either Hursh, Tim McNeil or
Andy Moffat, will also go to
the NCAA.
The three players will play
a round-robin against each
other, probably this week, to
determine the final spot.
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Camera Electronic Service
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TO EUROPE.
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time.
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your Travel Agent or TWA.
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Campus ’West Side’ smooth

Patio. Ho,

DREAM SCENE --C.J. McCaffrey and Janie
Allen performed a dance interpretation of
Leonard Bernstein and Stephen Sondheim’s

"There’s a Place" in "West Side Story" being presented Wednesday through Saturday
in the University Theatre.

Small crowd enloys
pianist’s huge talent
By Gay Gasser
The empty seats were a
crime.
When concert pianist
Natalie Hinderas began her
recital Thursday night, there
were 43 people in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Even though a few more
trickled in during the 90minute performance, it was
too bad more music fans
couldn’t have turned out for
Hinderas’ skillful and impressive demonstration.
Hinderas, who was on
campus last week for a twoday stay, was introduced as
"one of the warmest and
most genial visiting artists
we’ve ever had here."
Music intense
She is certainly also one of
the most talented.
The concert wended its
way through
Brahms,
Beethoven, Haydn, and
Ravel, featuring some
particularly difficult
pianistic maneuvers.
Hinderas, who has been
playing concert piano since
she was three, is an intense
and deliberate artist.
She hunches like a gnome
over her piano, raising her
wrists with each musical
break and leaning into the
more difficult chords and
runs.
Almost overdone
At times her intensity is
almost
too
dramatic,
because she gives equally
careful attention to both
difficult
pieces
and
elementary segments.
She caressed the piano
keys, manipulating them
into complex .and beautiful
sounds.
The program started
slowly, because the first
compositions were light and
lullabying Haydn and Brahms, simple enough to be
monotonous.
Skill showed
Beethoven gave Hinderas
a chance to show her skill,
though. Her interpretations
of the furious and intricate
Beethoven creations were
perfect.
Looking almost like a
surgeon, Hinderas worked
over the keys, playing
complex octave arpeggios
with as much assurance as
she played lacy, light, freerunning melodies.

Natalie Hinderas
waves.
The whole scope of the
ocean’s moods was con-

clissirter Fli
SUMMER CHARTERS
to
EUROPE
Reserved

space still available at charter prices.
Several departures to choose from.

ACT NOW
EUROPE WILL NEVER BE A
BETTER BARGAIN.
Charter flights available only to students,
faculty, staff and their immediate families of
San Jose State University.
-

Ask for Roi Davis or Mike Najarian at
STUDENT SERVICES WEST, 235 East Santa
Clara St., #710, San Jose Ca. Tel 287-8240.
Two locations to serve you, now open!

.E.farbituj Co.
in repairs on

MERCEuEs BMW PORSCHE VW TRIUMPH
VOLVO AUSTIN HEALEY MG OPEL MAZDA CAPRI
CADILLAC CHEVROLET DATSUN - TOYOTA FIAT

35 E. William St. 286-8989 or 286-8870
New location 502 S. 2nd (corner of 2nd & William)
Within walking distance of SJSU 286-8989

announcements
Help
LEARN SELFHYPNOSIS.
yourself to: improved perception,
improved memory, improved
concentration, improved creativity.
Licensed Practitioner. 371.2992.
-College-age classes Si
Eufrazia School of Ballet. Essential
"technique" for beginning and intermediate students. Small classes;
Iy
individual attention.
Eufrazia Grant, Director. 241.1300
NATURE DESIGNS FOR US
Wedding invitations and accessories
with a creative new look are
available in hundreds of sizes, styleS
and colors Traditional creamy
white. flowery pastels, bordered or
Country
and
plain
Town
Duplicating carries a wide selection
of Quality wedding invitations Deal
direct for decided savings. Special
offer for SJSU students- Present
this ad and receive a special
discount on any order
Town and Country Duplicating
1032 S. Sunnyvale.Seratoea Rd.
Cupertino, CA. 253.1131.

& 40’s CLOTHEk
Antiques, nostalgia, rustics. ek. The
Paradise Shop 3210 S Bascom
The Christian Sciatic* Organrzation
would like to invite everyone to its
Thursday evening meetings at 7.30
pm in the Student Chapel llocated
between the mans and womens
gyms).
Long age and Mr mow veer veal
granny Went 10 Summer SCh001.
Take a sentimental Journey this
year With Summer sessions at San
Jose Slate University.
Why do some people get ahead? Why
have some Indians in Latin America
developed slates and others not,
Find out in Indians of Central and
South America Anth 114 1900 1115
WHAT IS URBAN ANTHRO.T How
cities dev’cl, Urban Ins) Traditional
Soc’s, Urban Life and Kress cultural
Perspec, Urbana: Adaptation or
Alienation. Field Wk Oppor. AN
THRO. 101, 1112:15 T,Th.
Summer days and summer nights will
come alive at SJSU. Come June.
SJSU summer sessions will set the
campus Stage with exciting courses
and entertaining octivitieS
Summer Session-S.J. Bible College
Bible Theo., Coons .14151., Jun 14. Jut
3 790 So. 12th St. Si. 793-9056.
Would you like to meet we grew as
needle (1. experienced fasciiitation.
trained in transactional analysis,
Gestalt and psycho SYntheSIST Share
intimate experiences w -people who
care for your own personal growth.
SS.00 a session 1st session free. Call
243 7900, Evergreen Center for
Human Development

automotive

BECAUSE YOU’VE
ACHIEVED
’WADE ti3
Red, OAS’

Fast and complex
The sparsely-distributed
spectators shook their heads
in amazement during the
. exhausting, fast and complex Beethoven section of the
concert.
Following Beethoven
Hinderas played a half-hour
tribute to Maurice Ravel,
commemorating the 100th
anniversary of the composer’s birth.
The highlight of the Ravel
tribute was a composition
entitled ’’Une Barque sur
l’Ocean" A Boat on the
Ocean).
Moods conveyed
Hinderas literally created
an ocean on the piano keys.
One could actually hear the
surf crashing, see the sun
sparkling on the water and
feel the sweeping of the

rumble between the Jets and
the Sharks, hoping to
prevent tragedy.
His attempt fails and both
Riff and Bernardo die during
the fight.
This modern day story of
Romeo and Juliet ends
tragically in the middle of
the street, as Chino, Bernardo’s best friend, guns
Tony down while Maria looks
on.
A lack of experienced male
dancers had been a concern
before the staging of "West
Side", but this turned out to
be no problem. The cast
members, both men and
women, easily performed
the
intricate
dance

niovement.
Stephen Gleason as Tony,
Riff’s friend and co-founder
of the Jets, was believably
idealistic in his love for
Maria and his hope for
finding a place away from
the conflict.
In addition to his fine
acting ability, Gleason’s
singing voice, though not as
exceptional, was clear and
expressive.
Muter
a as
Margo

Journeyman Mechanic will save you S
on auto repairs Ma1Or repairs On
Foreign cars. Minor Only on
American cars. Ex. VW tune-up 625
total, all work guaranteed. STEVE
GEODES 2,17.3864.
1905.2 JaMmor Red, 33 Peed. Auto.
very fast. Exc. condition. Must sell,
Sacrifice. Best offer
277 1216
Robert

for sale
Flocked Velvet Posters -large variety
57 00 each Few summer king site
Indian bedspreads 1.5.50 Incense
pack Oils for 50 cents Large variety
of patches Iron transfers. Imported
walking cnes from India Pipes and
par aphanalias Strobe lights Large
variety of black lights, one block
from the college DOE San Fernando
St

FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC MODELS

The experiences that have "carved- your real achievements
are the personal ones Wear a class ring and remember.

elPAREMI

300(1E1:RE

ON ALL NEW FIATS
AND NEW PEUGEOTS
SEE THE ALL NEW
PEUGEOT DIESEL SEDAN
& WAGON WITH 35 MPG

California’s Oldest Camera Shop
375 SO. MARKET ST. 286-6500

4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
66 S III DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
IOTA LINCOLN AVE WILLOW GLEN

99 N REDWOOD AVE SAN JOSE
479 UNIVERSITY AVE PALO ALTO

PRESENT

STUDENT BODY CARD FOR DISCOUN1

Buy (why rent) what you live in ’72
12050’ MObile home 2 bdrm, turn.,
fenced yard. garden, air. 5 mi. to
SJS. 16,5110 Can intorno loan. 2635516.
SanSui Stereo . Saw Cassie% Decks,
Speakers, Turntable. Call 257 94.5
’NI Red VW Bug. Most sell seen, New
Engine Needs some work 5900 or
best offer Call 2110641 or 333.7611
HERE’S A
Reel to Reel Stereo -Best Offer
Waterbed -Best Offer. Call Steve
264 3580
1171 Honda 400 with 5479 Miles. Good
Condition $650. Call Marc 259 894

help wanted
Female Nude Models needed tor
Summer
Environmental
Photography Workshops Class will
include weekend field trips in July &
Aug. Call David Kohler evenings for
interview. 226 5174.
Parttime: people to teach Free
potential
to
Enterprise
Entrepreneurs. Marsal Assoc. 257
3305 am’s and eves.
needed for fine High Sierra
Camp 119.351 Purchasing Agent:
Auto Mechanic (minor repairs).
Dishwashers: Ass’t Cooks: Ass’t
Electrician. Jan..Aug. 967.1613,
Public Relations Interviewers. 53.00
hr neat. wellOressed. pleasant
talker, to interview housewives,
door to door and advertise high
grade, low cost meats for freezers
No actual selling or order taking.
Work Sat. & Sun. 5 hrs daily Also
steady summer work. 2904900.
SECRETARY 119351 needed for fine
High Sierra Girls Camp. Good
organizer, accurate typist, run
Mimeo I Oat. NO $ H Jun Aug. 967
1612.
-- -Mrs. Pat Riley needs pri, time attendant for handicapped person
wkends only. Will train SI25 month.
274-0119.
with quantity
COOK /A
cooking (hornestyle) experience to
be Head Cook for beautiful High
Sierra private girls camp 967.8612.
COUNSELORS (Single 20.351 to teach
Eng.West Riding Synch Swimming.
Riflery, Oulcamping & Creative
Dramatics for fine High Sierra Girls
Camp Teaching Exp. 9611612.
VOLUNTEERS-Gale valuable ex
perience by working on a one.to one
with our emotionally disturbed
children Openings now, or summer
program June 23 July 31. Zonta
Children’s Center. 295.3581.
BAND WANTED tor June 5 park
wedding Prefer C.S.N. L V or
American type sound. Mr 5374.
TUTOR Eng grammar. 0th gr For 3.6.
GPA 13 yr boy Twice a wk Mru
Hann+ Own car to south S J 226
7371
Part time help needed to deliver cars
locally Must be over 21. Prefer
females Ph. 201-2710

SUPERLARGE I BORm - IDEAL
FOR 2 OR 3 FURNISHED, CAR
PETS 1 13 BATH -Sled 49 5 4th
CALL 9901619
S. Ilth St., &J.
SUMMER
5120 5140 mo for 1 bcIrm, small 2
bdrm . or irge 2 bdrrn. apts. See
rngr apt No. 1 or call 2900102
FOR RENT Quiet hie Rooms Fur
nished studios and One Bedrooms.
w w Carpets. Swim Pool. Recreation
Room With Dead Bolt Security
Locks 620 So 9th Street 251-4011
SUMMER & FALL PPLI. Apls. L
Balcony 230 E San Salvador St
across from Duncan Hall 12 min
dash to class) Ph 794 6076 and,
only. Ask for J.B.
FOR RENT Le I Dom Cottage; Steve
& Refr., Water pd. 5140-mo. at $261r
S. Ilth St, Call 269.9235
Duplex for rent. 7 bedroom. kitchen.
furnished Couples preferred. Call
792 9719. eves or Mulcts So. 7 St.
1 Bohm Victorian Apt, Unfurn; Water
& Garbage pd., includes Range &
Row. site mo Call 299 9235.
Looking Mr female roommate. 140
util Avail. NOW to END 01 May. 1
bk trans SJSU. call 2980420.
Fore 1 11141rm Apt ’2 blk fr. SJSU.
5125 month Call 4913920 or contact
mgr, 48 5 4th St Apt.
74 3 bedroom Fens apt. lee Sommer
& Fall. Water & Garbage pd -pool,
rec room & Full Security
FOR RENT-Rodrm. lure, apt water
IS garbage pd Quiet & Clean
Summer rates 1110. Carpet &
laundry ems 1 blk. from TOGO’s
Call 794 7332 or 392-4059.
FOR RENT: Prof. em w -kit. prin.
Washer, dryer. tern’s at your
disposal. Garage avail Female
only. Nr. SJSU and Si Hospital.
Oriental upper classman prefrd. Ph.
795 6767.
Furs. 1 BMus Apt, Is OW Ir. SJSU,
S125 Month. Call 297 3938 or contact
mgr.. 48 S. 4111 Si, Apt. 13
bedr., 1 M.
SUMMER RRRRRR
house. 2, blks from campus 320
So 12th St
S27S.rno., Brathear
Realty 293 6921
Studio apt. lee Married Couple, No
Smoking Also room K P. lady.
TOO
a
ROOMMATE IN
3 Br. 2 Ba House off Lawrence and
ftway 101 Nonsmoker only. Call
1524075 Ask fOr Frank or Phil
SUE RRRRRR I DORM PORN.
’SHED APTS. Ideal for 2on 3-1 13
Rate
Bath Crpeting. Summer
5135-439 5. 4th St Call 996 6619
-& S bedroom HOUSES for
Large
Summer & next school term some
with fireplaces, garbage disposal &
ow carpet. plenty of street parking
Inquire at 406 So 11th St
Duplex I bedroom 1.10 mar campus.
HOUSES for up to 9 people, private
perking lot, fireplace, w -w carpel.
storage house and baSement. Call
2403023 or 739.5479

SUMMER
housing
San Jose Residence Club Co-ed
Beautiful building, great location.
private parking, linen & maid
service, color TV Ping pong, kit
then facilitieS, inside courtyard,
grand piano, free coffee. 21.50 week
share. 19.50--114 SO Mo shore,
109.50--up single. 202 So. 11th St.
Pro 293 7374

HOUSES NEEDED UC
Davis student wants to share place
in
Svaie Copt
area
L
Challacombe 179 Hughes Hall, UC
Gmhs

FOR RENT-2 & 3 bdrin turn. apts. 1y
blk from campus 7 bdrm 545 per
week summer. $220 per me. Fall
Spring, 3 bdrrn 1320 per mo. Fall
Spring 487 S. iffs Ph. 269 1063 or 259
1931.

Mother Olson’s-1g lecallens-19.111 &
77.50 & 211.511 irsh
79.5e wIt
single- discount or monthly rates.
122 N 0th St Pm, 293.7374.

SUMMER RATE FOR 2 DORM,.
Fern 9)20130 457 S. Ninth St Call
Fall
2999913
Accepting
Applications

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for an
derstanding female to share with
man Voice defect Call 2911 23011
after 5.00 Pm.

LARGE 1 CORM + SLEEPING
PORCH. GARIAGE S. WATER
PAID. 5150, UPPER DIVISION
PREFERRED. 204.3171 176 S. 17th

SECRETARIAL
NORTH
Papers Term
SERVICE
manuscripts-letters. 75 cents a
page. Kitty Carter 262.1923.

Condo for rent: 2 bdrtn, 1 bM, AL
Blossom Valley nr. IBM. 5210 + 5100
deposit Call 946.0613 or 252.3362
I Edon. Apts. Clean and Quiet I
blks from campus Laundry rms
Car port 1117 mo. in summer 795
7513.
Girl-Clean, quiet horn. pray room.
Kit. pry S70 mo v dep All utilities
Pd. near SJSU Summer only 788
OM Eve

lost and found
REWARD FOR MY LOST WALLET
AND ID. OF SENTIMENTAL
VALUE. ON 471 AT LIBRARY 4th
FLOOR. CALL 788-8266 AFTER 6
ASK FOR SARAH.
Beige coat lost in blue Dodge pickup.
Thurs 5) at Theta Chi’s Fret Party
11th St Reward offered. Call Becky
277.6627 or 288 6592.
LOST-Weathered brown briefcase
bearing name & address Louis B
Muhl y. /17 Walnut Ave . Santa Cruz,
Ca Between. Business Tower. ad
lacent parking lot and Student
Union Contains papers important to
owner Return to Room 250 Business
Tower or call 277 3409 or 42627%
Santa Cruz. (eves) collect REWARD.

I PUPPIES-4 Is months Mt
backless. AKC shots, excellent
watchdogs gentle diacesitionS. 550
252 0594
VW VAN ’69 good tend., build your
own camper 111750affer e54 3760
eves
Konica 21 mon Camera. Model 3M,
F1.0 lens. I 309th speed. Excellent
conditiOn 540. 377 1537.
FOR A SOUND DEAL, Hard Rock.
Pop. etc Excellent Cond. Used
records $2 Son less. Brian TM 9936

PARIS...AMSTERDAM
MADRID...LONDON
STUDENT I 0 CARDS
SHIPS RAIL PASSES LOW
COST TRANSATLANTIC
FLIGHTS YOUTH HOSTEL
CARDS FREE TRAVEL IN
FOR INTER EUROPEAN FLIGHT
BOOKINGS WORK
MICHAEL
ABROAD CONTACT
OR ROI AT STUDENT SERVICE
WEST, 235 E Santa Clara, No 710,
SAN JOSE CA 95113 14081 787 8301.
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY OR
THURSDAY BETWEEN lam.-12
noon
Noah’s Ark formic-heal 730 So. Secorld
St. Sari Jose, phone 275.0461. Rates:
Full time -590 per month, Part
time-S3 per ii day Or SS per full
day Qualified staff Friendly at
meSphere
Eaperienced Thesis Typist-Master’s
Marianne
RapertS-DIssertations
Escobar
Ave
Tamberg- 137
TelePhene. 356.421$. Los Gatos
Prof. Typing-fast, accurate.
Can edit theses, reports. etc
Dependable -Mrs Aslanian 2911.4164.
Student Typing 58 cents per pg. +
paper steno services extra, 396 S.
11th St Call Tarnma 996.0352
VW Parts & Repair. Call Gertie’s. tee
614 9307.00

personals
Single Adults, Enrich row Me 4sy
attending coffee, fellowship 4 Bible
study, 8.4S- 10.15 am, Sundays. Bit
0 Sweden Restaurant (behind Sears.
San Carlos & Meridian) Provision
tor children

Yew paper read, edited for modest
too. Experienced and thorough
Tutorial approach Expert typing,
short notice. Joe 371.4497.

Do you really care Wool Handicapped
Poodle? Would you like to Ware a
’nice apartment with him? If you
would, please call Brian Hall. 290
23%,

SAVE THIS AM
Before you purchaSe any Midi stereo
equipment. color TV’s, tope, car
stereo, and accessories, check with
us for discount pricing to SJSU
students and faculty tor most maW
brands DrstributOr prices On NW
and speakers 9964693.

OWN.: We Made Itl It’s great to be
back with you I hope we are always
together. Let’s get married. Lave.
Sir.

TYPING TERM
ETC. EXPERIENCED AND FAST,
269 0674

5150.811 Reward fee Information
leading to Recovery of Stereo Erato
Stolen Thum . April 10. Call 918 0221
TM best way to keep Veer Mind from
wilting this summer isn’t to wear a
baggy Over your head Take a su
session course at SJSU instead
Congratulations Mini -Peeps Shale*
and Super Sad Sloan. Wilt love,
Lucie. Dianne & Linda.
Chile-HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY How
far not far enough SJSU is lust
around the corner but Auntie
Dorothy is pleeasedl ro MuShmOuse
and KillsoY
- Dear Kim S.
I still love youMister 1141115.
Let an old tradition give you a new
experience. Go to summer school
This year’s summer session at 5.151)
in June and August and the
traditionai siy week session

MI=111
Professional TyPist. fast, accurate,
dependable Mrs Alice Emmerich
249 21164.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY. Gentle.
All Natural C010r, PhOtograPhv NW
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the or Iginal negatives and
a free white embossed album
Budget priced fOr highest quality
work Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 2922601 Evenings
Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everythtng a florost does at
the price with twice the quality
WHY PAY MORE, 12 years Of
satisfied customers Phone 996 1252
for free estimate.

Unwanted
Hair
removed
by
Registered Nurse Electrologist, Ph,
765 1440 19 P.M 71116 Lincoln Am,
to Household
Shaklee Bled RR
Cleaners. Natural rood supplements
and personal care products Call us
Stanley and Gail 7116 5606
SJSU Summer Session oftrs 4.18
exciting courses and a variety of
extracurricular activitles
Lower Dry Math. Physics and
Engineering MADE A LOT IASI.
ER Will tutor at cheao rates Call
Dori 998 1273
cardweaving classDesigning, shaping & texturingThurs. May 22 & 79, 7 lOpm. 512
includes some materials. Bettie
Adams Instructor
Mountain
Weaver. 334 N. Santa Cruz Ave. Los
Gatos 354-5720.
Cars delivered anywhere. Door to
door service Fully insured, bonded.
and I C.0 licensed Reasonable
rates Auto Driveawas 787 7770
B reli the monotony of SWIMS
summer dale. Expand pour mind
and meet new friends at SJSU
sessions.

gm=
E UROPE -I
AFRICA -0
RIENT Stodent Nights year round
Contact ISCA 11687 San vincente
B ivd number 4 L S Calif 90049
TEL 11131 5265469. 826 0955
LOW COST
Europe. Orient &South America
7435 Durant Avenue
Berkeley, Ca 94704
141SI 541 7000

FOR SALE 112,3161 I ACRE REC
L ANO AGENT SJS.n 4011-242.7576 9
S MON SAT.

Order on Ring Day and save 5%.
MON It TUES
MAY 12 Et 13
9:00 am -4:00 pm

The two gang leaders, C.J.
McCaffrey as Riff and
Ricardo Romero as Bernardo, performed with the
right touch of teenaged
toughness, cockiness and
commanding leadership

10% DISCOUNT SPECIAL STUDENT
BODY DISCOUNT
ON SERVICES AND
REPAIRS ON ALL

BLACK A WRITE
DEVELOPING & PRINTING
KOCIACHROME MOVIES I SLIDES

creditable as the highly
romantic Maria. Her welltrained soprano voice is
perhaps her best attribute
the
highlighted
and
production.

*STAR MOTOR k.
IMPORTS

classified

kindS.
Sandwiches-all
Sprout
HERO’s We accept Food Stamps
126 E. San Salvador Warn 3d and Alth
$ta.

C.

Specializing

each side uf a gang conflict
over territory in the
tenements.
Tony is the best friend of
Riff leader of the Jets, and
Maria is the sister of the
Sharks’ leader Bernardo.
They meet at a dance in
the gym, only to be
separated by Bernardo.
Later that night, Tony goes
to Maria’s bedroom window
and the two discover the
spark of romance.
The next evening they
pledge their love in a mock
wedding ceremony at the
bridal shop where Maria
works.
Following the ceremony,
Tony runs to the planned

NOTICE
SHORT
TYPING
REASONABLE My home-267 3119

veyed, from the crashing
fury to the calm majestic
beauty.
Hinderas is meticulous to
the last degree, even to the
deliberate and careful
removal of her hands from
the keys when she has
finished a song.
Two encores
She came back for two
encores after the concert’s
finish,
playing
Louie
Moragacho’s "The Banjo"
and the Negro traditional
"Juba Dance."
The majority of those
attending the concert were
pianists themselves, but
anyone who enjoys fine
music would have enjoyed
Natalie Hinderas.

For information and reservations, phone or
stop by.

By Carson Mouser
A magnificently flowing
twin movement dance
hushed the sellout audience
during the opening night
performance of "West Side
Story" Friday in the
University Theatre.
The two dancers, Janie
Allen and C.J. McCaffrey,
wove a web of intricate
movements in their visual
interpretation of Leonard
Bernstein’s music and
Stephen Sondheim’s lyrics in
"There’s a Place."
While the two danced on
the softly-lit stage, Margo
Mulero, who portrays Maria,
sang the words in a
powerfully choreographed
dream sequence.
"West Side Story" is the
last production for the
Theater Arts Department’s
main season and will be
presented
Wednesday
through Saturday.
The show is sold out, but
tickets for standing room
only are available at the
door.
Written
by
Arthur
Laurents, "West Side" is the
story of a boy and girl from

SEE THE SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS FIRST!

LOWEST COST POSSIBLE Air Fares
to Europe from 4.400 round trip.
(LonclOni Low COSI flights from
London to East and West Africa and
Tel Aviv All Main European Cities
BRITISH EUROPEAN TRAVEL 937
Saratoga Ave . San Jose, Ca 116
5252
CHARTER FLIGHTS, HONG KING
TOKYO TAIPEI BANGKOK
AS
IAN PACIFIC CENTER 3940902
(AFTER 4 P.M
Mg? Almost free transportation
by driving scar for Us to the city of
your choice Ample travel time Ph
7512770
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A.S. fund requiremeni
not always enforced

Bunzel gives his viewpoint
on ’publish or perish’ issue
Continued from page one
Concerning the existence
of a "publish or perish"
situation, in which faculty
members feel pressure to
publish articles to become
promotable, Bunzel said, "I
don’t beleive in and have
never pushed a publish or
perish doctrine."
Bunzel said that "teaching
here is one of the primary
considerations."
"I believe that scholarship
and teaching can go
together," he said.
In his own experience, he
said, he believes teaching is
better when an instructor is
involved in scholarship."
But, Bunzel said, a
"superb teacher" at SJSU
could be rewarded by
promotion even if he or she
did not publish.
Decision disclaimed
Then why did he reject
Profeesor Kenneth Fleissner
as department chairman in
the Department of Foreign
languages?
Bunzel said that decision
was not "made here and
handed down."
Fleissner, an assistant
of
foreign
professor
languages, was rejected as
department chairman after

his colleagues had voted for
him because he did not
measure up to the administraton’s qualifications
in publishing and scholarly
activity.
Bunzel said he received
from
recommendations
Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns and Dr. Robert
Woodward, dean of the
School of Humanities and
the
reject
to
Arts,
nomination.
The president pointed out
that teaching is Fleissner’s
"strong suit" and said "to
make him a department
chairman would be to
remove him from all
teaching."
Comment refused
Bunzel refused to comment further on the
Fleissner case.
In response to Lt. Gov.
Mervyn Dymally’s recent
statement that "we should
consider laying off some
administrators instead" of
faculty, Bunzel said "I don’t
know where we would begin
cutting back."
SJSU is "not over administrated, but underadministrated," he said.
But he added, he is "not
asking for any more ad-

for
the
ministrators"
university.
Reflect Increase
Bunzel also said the
university’s administrative
salariesrecently criticized
by Gov. Brown as excessivereflected the increased responsibilities of
the job.
"I think that if I’m paid
it
must
have
more,
something to do with the fact
that I have more responsibility and accountability
now," he said.
Bunzel said his concept of
"collegiality" demands that
administrators should work
with a "variety of people in
an academic setting."
No administrator, Bunzel
said, should be merely "a
functionary."
For collegiality to succeed,
he
said,
the
parties
examining
university
issues
must
be
knowledgeable and they
must respect each other.
Serious reservations
Bunzel said he has
"serious
reservations"
about the "intrusion by
legislators into
public
education.
"Universities and colleges
ought to be autonomous to

political pressure," he added.
He said he did not think his
disfranchisement of the
faculty in the Economics
Department violated the
spirit of collegiality.
"I don’t believe that
decision was based on arbitrariness," he said.
He disfranchised the
department
on
the
’’unanimous
faculty
recommendation from a
distinctive committee not
appointed by me," he added.
The committee he was
referring to was an investigative committee from
the School of Social Sciences
that recommended administrative action to solve
contradictions within the
Economics Department.
No prediction
On the rejection of the
"ought statement" by the
Academic
Senate
Curriculum Committee
Bunzel said he could not
predict how the issue will be
resolved.
The "ought statement" on
academic
curriculum
priorities, formulated by a
committee appointed by
Bunzel to establish an
academic philosophy for

John Bunzel
SJSU, gave top academic
priorities to liberal arts
education in the face of
declining enrollments and
reduced resources.
It was rejected by the
Academic
Senate
Curriculum Committee, a
faculty-student group who
were to review the statement
and make recommendations
on it to the Academic Senate.
Bunzel said that he was
glad
university -wide
discussion of the statement
had prompted "searching
inquiries into the problem"
and "vigorous discussion."
"The Academic Senate
(committee) response had
some good points in it," he
said.

Profs rap publishing ’rule’
Continued from page one
"People who are outstanding publishers on our
faculty have generally
earned grants and creative
or sabbatical leaves," he
explained. "That is how
truely
the
of
many
productive scholars on our
faculty have been able to
write books."
The leave is crucial,
Stenzel said. People need a
"lengthy chunk of time" to
write hooks

"There is no doubt that a
12-unit teaching load is a
very heavy load," said Dr.
James Sawrey, dean of the
School of Social Sciences.
But, Sawrey said, "a great
number of professors find
the time, energy and
dedication to engage in both
scholarship and professional
activities."
Scholarship cannot be
separated from teaching,
Sawrey said. "Scholarship
enhances the teaching

function."
Sawrey said personal time
cannot be separated from
working time.
"We’re not a 40-hour work
week institution," he said.
"It’s always demanded more
than 40 hours a week."
Sawrey did say a reduced
teaching load would give the
faculty more time to
"become better professors."
The variety of courses a
professor teaches can make
the work load heavier, said

Dr. Albert Castro, chemistry
professor.
If the faculty member
teaches course "A" one
semester and course "B" the
next
semester,
more
preparation time is required
than if the faculty member
teaches the same course
every
semester,
he
explained.
Castro, who has had 25
research papers published
and has co-authored a textbook, said he is not doing as

’Mail illegally opened’

Ex-agent condemns CIA
Continued from page one
"Guarding the national
interest and security was a
co.nmon reason given for
many covert activities,"
Crane said.
He said -the illegal
opening of mail" was done at
post offices in New York and
New Orleans with the
knowledge of the Post
Master General.
"The CIA figured anybody
corresponding with persons
behind the Iron Curtain was

to
be
suspected
of
something," he said.
"The mail was also used to
look for further covert
operation leads," he added.
"We (CIA agents) thought
we could exploit this mail for
information, or possibly, to
recruit the correspondents
as agents," he said.
Crane said the FBI used
the illegal mail openings to
search for any -links"
connecting the correspondents with "subversion of the

Services held
for music prof
Services
were
held
yesterday for Dr. Philip
Simpson, assistant professor
of music, who died early
Thursday of a heart attack.
Simpson was 40 years old.
Dr.
Gibson
Walters,
Chairman of the Music
Department, characterized
Simpson as a nationally
recognized consultant on the
design and construction of
concert organs, a highly
respected professor and an
excellent instructor, always
willing to help students.
Simpson was an organ
instructor, served as the
university organist, and was
a graduate adviser for the
Music Department.
He came to &IV in 1971,
after teaching at HardinSimmons University at
Abilen, Texas, and the
University of Colorado at

Boulder.
Simpson is survived by his
wife Lavonne and their three
children, Sheryl, Stephanie
and Susan, all of Sunnyvale.
Funeral services were
held at the Menlo Park
Presbyterian Church, in
Menlo Park.
According to Dr. Charlene
Archibeque, Associate
Professor of Music, the Dr.
Philip Simpson Memorial
Organ Fund has been
established for the purchase
and installation of a concert
pipe organ, to be installed in
the Music Concert Hall.
Anyone wishing to donate
may send their contributions
to Mrs. Olsen in the Music
Department Office. Checks
should be made out to the
Department of Music Organi
Fund.

U.S. government."
He said illegal opening of
mail took place from 1953 to
1973, when it was stopped
when revealed to the publish.
"I ripped-off some of this
mail for evidence," Crane
said.
Crane said he had released
this "evidence" to the press

in January and more
recently to the Senate
Judiciary Committee investigating "illegal domestic
spying" by the CIA.
"With this evidence and
the testimony of other former CIA agents, I hope to
stop
these
covert
operations," he said.

New Daily editor
awaits approval
Terry LaPorte, a junior
journalism major and
reporter for the Spartan
Daily, has been recommended as editor for the
paper next semester.
The University Communications Board made the
recommendation in a letter
to President John Bunzel last
week. Bunzel makes the final
appointment.
recomboard’s
The
mendation came after
LaPorte received a majority
vote from the current
Spartan Daily staff and the
unanimous recommendation
of the faculty of the
Department of Journalism
and Advertising.

San Bruno.
The communications
board also recommended to
Bunzel that the president
should hold a monthly press
conference with the Daily in
order to answer questions
raised in the course of
covering the news.
Bunzel has the final
decision to make on the
editor of the Daily. He has
never overruled the vote of
the staff, faculty and communications board.

Send your
message
in the
Spartan

LaPorte has covered A.S.
government for the Daily
Before
this
semester.
coming to SJSU, he was
editor of the Skyline College
Press at Skyline College in
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TUESDAY
Flying Twenty will meet at
7:30 p.m. in AB 107. Elections will be held.
WEDNESDAY
SJSU Sierra Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Pacifica Room. A slide show
and talk on Glacier National
Park will be presented.
Campus Ambassadors will
have a Bible study at 12:30
p.m. in the Joint Effort
Coffeehouse.

Manufacturer’s Second Sale
Big Reductions

41-f
411.1W.’

4

Specials for Spring Weather
T-SHIRTS $2.25

GYM SHORTS $1.95

MODERNS DINO CO.
Anthony Campagna, Jr.

? specializing in the natural look
by Mr. Wilfred & staff
20r7
fh_OWER STYLES
I MEN’S STYLING
OFF

Griffin said.
Griffin also said the
requirement the group have
15 members does not mean
"that 15 people have to
commit themselves to be
member."
The 15 names required
means only that the people
are interested in the group’s
formation, Griffin said.

THE

CAL -STATE JACKETS $4.95

iiivkilrok,
52 SOUTH FOURTH ST.

also has one listed member.
"I would not want to enforce the membership rule
because interest in the group
might wane because of a
lack of good leadership,"
Barozzi said.
He added that strong
leaders could bring the
membership level to above
the 15 members required.
Barrozzi said he would not
favor making the club pay
back the $280.
"I wouldn’t recommend
that they have to pay back
the money," Barozzi said.
"They were completely
innocent in this."
"There’s nothing that says
non-members can’t participate," Barozzi said, "just
be
non-members
that
restricted from voting."
Robert Griffin, student
activities director, said
checks are made to find out
only if there are any active
members.
Groups can be declared
inactive if a letter asking for
updated membership of the
group is not replied to,

BIKE BAGS $1.25

TJL

"oYLE CUTS
!SSOR curs

much research as he did in
the past because he is no
longer willing to sacrifice his
"health and family."
Dr. Robert Woodward,
acting dean of Humanities
and Arts, said it is not a
matter of finding time within
the 12-unit workload.
"We don’t punch a time
clock," Woodward said.
If someone wants to
publish or do creative work
there will be time, Woodward said. "One always
finds time to do what one
wants to do."
"Given the work load,"
Woodward said, "it is not too
much to expect scholarly
work."
"The faculty itself has said
so," he said. "They’re the
ones who wrote the criteria"
for promotion, retention and
tenure.
But, Clark said he would
like to see the policy changed
and Schein
said
the
Professional
Standards
Committee should "reexamine" the scholarship
requirement.

By Terry LaPorte
The Rugby Club received
$280 from A.S. funds last
semester without meeting
the requirements for getting
that money.
Further, student services
said
have
officials
requirements for university
recognized groups are not
enforced after the group is
first recognized.
A group must be either
university recognized or be
officially backed by a
department to receive A.S.
funding.
The Rugby Club is not
listed as a university
recognized club in files in the
Student Services office.
A.S. councilman Art
Bertelero, who is a Rugby
Club member, and A.S.
adviser Louie Barozzi said
they thought the club was
recognized.
In order to become
recognized, a group must file
a written constitution, have
at least 15 members, have a
voting membership confined
to students, faculty and staff,
and not restrict membership
on the basis of race, creed or
religion.
Student services officials
said ongoing checks of the
recognized groups are made,
but the requirements that
the group have 15 members
and that its voting membership be confined to
students, faculty and staff
are not enforced.
Student Service files show
recognized groups such as
the Chess Club, Cycling
Team and Balkan Dance
Club list only one active
member.
The Friends of Israel club
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